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14a. NIKAH AND TALAQ 

AS PROMULGATED IN THE QURA’N 

Compiled By Shaikh Abdool Aziz Shaikh 

The Qura’n in most parts deals with laws relating to self-development of man, or to the 

welfare and development of the community as a whole, or as they are generally called, the 

laws governing the relations of man with Allah. This is commonly referred to as ‘ibadah or 

service to Allah; and embraces the development of man and the community or rather 

humanity, as a whole.  But the scope of Islam is very wide, and covers the relationship of 

man to man, as well of that of man to Allah. This aspect of human life teaches man his 

duties and obligations to others, and to show how to lead a happy life in this world in his 

relations with others. These are labelled transactions or mu’amalat and include laws relating 

to home life, civic life and political life of man. These are either contracts and agreements, to 

which the mutual consent of the parties, is required, or matters depending on the will of  

single person, or general laws and regulations. 

In all these matters the Qura’n imposes restrictions for the benefit of society, upon the free 

acts of men, as members of that very society. This is hudud. The most important of the 

restrictive regulations of Islam are those relating to marriage, nikah (meaning ‘aqd or 

uniting), which institution is, in fact, the basic principle of human civilization. 

Nikah and Talaq (marriage and divorce) are such important aspects in the life of Muslims 

that it is imperative to address all issues from the Qura’n concerning the controversies 

pertaining to these subjects owing to ignorance and weaknesses of the Mullahs. The 

Quranic laws were perfected by Allah and Muslims are duty bound to follow these laws. 

Nikah is a solemn and very serious undertaking and parties envisaging this step need to be 

sure in their minds of the rules and regulations, besides their own needs and wants. 

 

A. CONSCIOUS, MATURE, INTELLIGENT AND ADULT DECISION 

The Qura’n stipulates that the age of marriage must be a thought out mature decision. In 

Surah 30 the Qura’n states in Verse:  

 
 
Allah has put love and compassion between man and women for their mutual affection and 
mercy. This understanding and protection of each other is further illustrated in Surah 2 as 
follows: 
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Wedded couples in Islam are an apparel unto each other, and in Surah 2 Verse 223 It is 
stated that honourable and respectable sexual relations is the requirement of a marriage: 
 

 
The comparison of the woman to the tilth is simply to show that it is she who brings up the 
children and through whom is made the character of the man, and to show that the real 
object of conjugal relations is not simply the satisfaction of carnal desires. The sending of 
good before sexual relations could mean that some good and comforting deed needs to be 
performed for fruitful sexual relations and also that there needs to be some mutual 
preparation, foreplay etc. 
 
B. AGE OF MARRIAGE 
 
In Surah 4 the Quran clearly illustrates that there must be maturity and intellectual know-how 
to understand the rights and responsibilities that would apply: 
 

 
 
This verse also applies that the property of orphans must only be returned to them when and 
if they are fully able to take of it, and thus this would be the age of marriage. And again the 
wards of orphans are also told that: 
 

 
 
The word balagh is used again and in the Qura’n to illustrate maturity and adulthood and this 
does not only refer to physical maturity but very much to mental and intellectual maturity.  
 
In Surah 40 Verse 67 the Quran explains the different stages of growth and it is very clear 
that there is a definite difference between childhood and adulthood for marriage: 
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C. NO COMPULSION IN MARRIAGE 
 
With the focussed concentration on adulthood for Nikah it is imperative that both parties 
clearly are free to make decisions concerning their marriage and life together with each other 
on the principles laid down in the Quran. In Surah 4 Allah states: 
 

 
 
The Quran requires one to marry the woman that seems “good” to you (Refer article on 
Polygamy Addendum B) and obviously the same would apply to women. In addition the 
Quran further states, in Surah 2: 
 

 
 
And women should not be prevented from marrying, even their former husbands, if this is in 
line with the laws of Talaq (See details on Talaq later). 
 
D. RESPONSIBILITY OF COMMUNITY AND AFFORDABILITY 
 
The Islamic authority, established community and government have also the responsibility to 
ensure that the institution of marriage is followed by all, even by assisting financially or 
otherwise to attain these goals; and thus parents would have a greater duty. This is 
illustrated in Surah 24: 
 

 
The above Verse 33 also describes that those who cannot get married because of 
constraints or straitened circumstances need to practice chastity and discipline to live 
through this period. 
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E. AFFORDABILITY WITH SAME STANDARD SURAH 4: 
But marry according to Quranic law and permission of their masters/bosses. All rules of 
marriage are to be observed e.g. dowry etc. 
 
If affordability does not allow a person to marry according to his own income standard then 
he should abstain or marry from those of his servants or similar with the proper process of 
permission from respective guardian etc; see below. 
 
 

 

 
 
F. ACCEPTED MARRIAGE PARNERS BESIDES THE NORM 
 
i) Widows & Orphans Surah 4: 
 

   

 
 
This Verse of Surah 4 states that believers should marry widows who have children and 
orphans themselves. Those who fall under “right hand possesses” would be “slaves” or 
domestic workers and any who may be under one’s care and protection. 
 
ii) Spouses of Adopted Children Surah 33: 
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iii)  Married women who have left their non-believing Husbands and those under   
 protection, prisoners of war Surah 33: 

 

 

 

 
 
iv)  And also in Surah 60: 
 
In this Verse Allah makes it clear that although marriage can take place with believing 
spouse, if the other spouse have not believed and the wife or husband have left, then what 
had been spent on them has to be returned to the non-believing spouse. Where wives 
become non-believers then they should be released. 
 

 
 
v) People of the Book (Christians & Jews etc) Surah 5: 
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The foregoing Verse permits believing men to marry People of the Book, meaning those that 
have received Revelation, according to the rules of Nikah in the Qura’n. This permission, 
however, needs to be examined with the Verse dealing with Mushrisks, below. 
 
G. FORBIDDEN MARRIAGES 
 
i) Same Gender Surah 11: (They were punished by Allah) 
 

 
 
ii) Lesbianism and other evil Acts Surah 4: 
 

 
 
iii)  Adulterers Surah 24: 
 

 
This Verse illustrates that adulterers that adulterers may be deserving of each other as far as 
chaste relationships are concerned. However, this Verse relates to the fact that adulterers 
are governed by their passions rather than the Law of Allah and thus end up committing 
shirk. 
 
iv) Mushriks, Believers Cannot Marry, Surah 2: 
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v) Muta’a : temporary marriage, practiced by "some" shias. 

Fixed term marriage.  

Essentially, its a marriage in which the couple agree to separate (like a divorce, but no 
formal divorce required) after a certain amount of time. 

Nikāḥu’l-Mut‘ah,(Arabic: نكاح المتعة, also Nikah Mut‘ah literally, marriage for pleasure), or 
sigheh, is a time-delimited marriage contract according to the Usuli Shia schools of Shari‘a 
(Islamic law). The duration of this type of marriage is fixed at its inception and is then 
automatically dissolved upon completion of its term. 

Basically, some Shi'as believe this type of marriage is ok, though pretty much all Sunnis 
believe it is completely forbidden. It's basically prostitution: the man will pay the woman to 
get "married" and then the marriage automatically expires after a day or however long he 
chooses. 

It was a custom which prevailed in pre-islamic times, but is totally banned in Islam.  
 
Mutah means marriage done with a fixed term. once the time mentioned in the mutah is 
finished, the marriage is also finished. 

IT IS HARAM ! 

vi) Normal Forbidden Degrees of Marriages Surah 4: 
 

  
In this Verse what is important, besides the obvious forbidden descriptions, is that foster-
sisters (adopted-although there is no legal adoption in Islam) are also forbidden in marriage 
and step-daughters also. 
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H. MARRIAGE CONTRACT 
 
Must be in Writing, by inference, as this is part of Mu’amalat, Surah 2 Verse 282 
 
The above Verse lays down the rules for the requirements of a business transaction; 
marriage being a contract with two parties it is accepted that Nikah must also be in writing as 
too many issues are to be agreed upon. Since Muslim Personal Law is still not part of the 
Legal System marriages must have their own legal document with the necessary two 
witnesses. (Refer Addendum “A” for specimen contracts) 
 
Mahar or Dowry Surah 4” 
 

 
 
And then in Surah 4: 
 

 
 
There a few points as pointed out in the above Verses concerning Mahar which must be 
bone in mind: 

i) It is the right of the bride. 
ii) The amounts must be mutually agreed upon by both parties. 
iii) It can be part of a gift but the gift portion is never returnable. 
iv) It is not a flat rate. 

 
Maintenance and Upkeep of Family Surah 4: 
 

 

 
 
Although there is gender equality in the Quran the responsibilities of the husband and father 
are greater. All the requirements of running a household as far as food, residence, transport 
and education is concerned. The wife may contribute to the household out of love and 
understanding but this will be the duty of the husband. One should also note that in cases of 
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extreme dissention on the part of the wife, the husband could get legal assistance and 
counselling (daraba). 
 
Families must be maintained according to the means of the husband Surah 2: 
 

 
 
Refusal to fulfil this requirement could also lead to issues in the marriage, (See Below) 
 
MAINTENANCE AND UPKEEP OF FAMILY IS A TOTAL COMMITMENT OF THE 
HUSBAND: SURAH 2 VERSE 233 
 

  
This verse makes it very clear that the weaning of the baby, prior to Quranic injunction must 
be by mutual consent of both parents. In addition it must be borne in mind that wet-nurse 
can be employed at the cost to the father as this will part of the responsibility of the husband 
as outlined in Surah 4 Verse 34 above. 
 
(It is important to note that there should be proper records kept of wet-nurse and foster 
children as this affects forbidden degrees of marriage; Refer item v) above. 
 


